Tent (Triangle & Square) Folding Instructions:

Wrap the elastic band
around your left arm. Then
Collapse the walls.

Fold the walls on top of
each other, and place your
hands at the bottom
corners.

4. Continue bending/twisting the tent, until
your right hand is completely above your left
hand, as shown in Picture #5.

Bring your hands together,
bending the tent, and
folding it in half.

6. Lean the bottom part (that’s hanging
down) on the floor or on a table, and then,
lower down your hands, bringing all the
pieces folded together on the floor/table.

Grab all the pieces together in your left hand. Then, with your right hand, wrap the elastic band
around the folded tent. Your tent is now ready to be placed in the carry case.

A video clip is available on YouTube here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zusw-V7eugE

Ball Pit Folding Instructions:

1. Collapse walls and fold them on top of each other. You will now have the folded Ball Pit as shown in Picture #2.

3. Place your hands on the 2 opposite corners of the folded walls.
Bring your hands together, folding the walls in half, as shown in Picture #4.

5. Grab both handfuls with your left
hand. (By keeping your left hand in
position, and wrapping your left
thumb around what was in your
right hand).
Your right hand is now free.
Place the Ball Pit on the floor or on
a table.

6. Push down the top of the Ball Pit
with your right free hand, into the
center of the folded tent, until your
right hand is directly below your
left hand. Keep your right hand in
this position.

7. Release your left thumb. Push
down your left hand, to flatten out
your fully folded Ball Pit. Wrap the
elastic band around the ball pit,
and stow it away in the included
carry case.

